Congratulations, as part of the Vision Pass program, you and your family are entitled to the following Vision services on an unlimited basis:

**Eye Exam:** Comprehensive Eye Examination*  
Glaucoma Testing and Cataract Screening included

**One Year of Follow-up Care**

Then Choose one of the following two plans:

1. **Frames:** Contemporary Fashion Frames  
   Any style, color or size from a special selection up to a retail value of $80.

2. **Lenses:** All First Quality Lenses Including:  
   Single Vision**, Bifocal***, Safety, and Oversized

**Cosmetic Tints:** Cosmetic and Rx Sun Tints

**Contact Lenses (instead of eyeglasses):**  
A 6-Month supply of basic disposable contact lenses $79.95 plus $30 fitting fee.

For all other services, patient pays retail less 30% discount.

This program is not an insured benefit.  
Outside New York, there is a $20 co-pay  
* Exam only $25 in NY State, $35 outside NY State  
**$60 Payment for Single Vision  
***$70 Payment for Bifocal

These Services ARE NOT Covered By Your Vision Plan

How to register for your exclusive Vision Pass Discount Services:

1. To activate your Vision Pass Services and to select the most convenient GVS location nearest you, call:  
   **1.800.884.3332**

2. Identify yourself as a Vision Pass member and provide your company name (on your Vision Pass card.)

3. A knowledgeable and helpful Vision Pass representative will ask for your name, address and phone number and help you select the most convenient GVS location.

4. You will be given a 6 digit referral number for you and each family member requiring optical services.

5. Call the selected GVS store to make a convenient appointment or come in and bring your Vision Pass Card and referral number with you.

6. You and your family can use the Vision Pass as many times as you want for eye exams and eyewear purchases. You must get a Vision Pass referral number each time you use the Vision Pass Services by calling:  
   **1.800.884.3332**
You and your family are entitled to these Vision Services on an UNLIMITED BASIS.

**Eyeglasses Packages:**
- First Quality Single Vision Lens Package: $60
- Standard Bifocal Lens Package: $70

**Both Packages Include:**
- Comprehensive Eye Exam*
- Selection of various Frames up to a retail value of $80
- Cosmetic and Sun Tints
- 6-Month Supply of Basic Disposable Contact Lenses & Eye Exam: $79.95 plus a $30 fitting fee

*Outside of NY there is a $20 Co-pay.
*Exam only: $25 in NY State, $35 Outside NY State

Full payment due at time of service.

Please Detach and Sign Your Vision Pass Card

---

**Vision Pass**

GENERAL VISION SERVICES

An Exclusive Vision Care Program that Provides You & Your Family with Very Affordable Eyecare & Eyewear on an UNLIMITED BASIS.

---

**Added Benefit**

1800AnyLens

Seeing is Believing™

Your Mail Order Replacement Contact Lenses

Visit: [www.1800anylens.com](http://www.1800anylens.com)

Or Call: 1-800-ANY-LENS

---

**$5.00 OFF**

Every Contact Lens Purchase

On purchases over $29.99

Promotion Code: GVS5OFF

---

**FREE SHIPPING**

On Purchases Over $50

---

It’s as easy as A, B, C:

A Visit [www.1800anylens.com](http://www.1800anylens.com) or call 1-800-ANY-LENS

B To ensure you receive the correct lenses, you will can enter your current lens prescription on our convenient website or even upload a photo of it from your phone.

C Use your exclusive $5.00 OFF promo-code and your replacement contact lenses will be shipped to your home or office.

---

**Best Price Guarantee**